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Abstract:During the post-war period, Romanian MP’s were generally informed
about Soviet personalities. Some of the information about the Soviet realities,
especially the predictions about the leaders of the neighbouring state, was
wrong. But these wrong predictions are explicable; the public opinion in
Western Europe, and even the Soviet citizens, believed them. At one moment,
Lev Trotski and Grigori Zinoviev were considered the possible V. I. Lenin’
successors and V. Stalin was an anonymous person. Stalin’s victory against
Lev Trotski was initially saluted by some Romanian MPs, who provided a new
moderate Soviet regime. The „Iron Man” dictatorship was understood and
revealed only in the years 1936-1937. It was also during these years that
Romanian politicians warned about a possible leadership change at Kremlin,
the appearance of a pro-Nazi Soviet ruler. The Soviet personalities of
Romanian origins especially generated internal debates.
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In the early years after World War I, a great part of the Romanian
MPs (Members of the Parliament) had identified the Soviet neighbour
state with the phrase “Lenin and Trotsky”2. This phrase was commonly
used in the Parliament, no matter of simple accounts, glorifications or
critics concerning the Soviet Union. After V. I. Lenin’s death, he
continued to be considered a doctrinary symbol of the U.S.S.R.; his
mummification was part of this cult of personality3. We did not find any
concrete account about this in the Romanian Official Report (“Monitorul
Oficial”); only in 1931, some Romanian deputies compared the Soviet
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Union with Ancient Egypt, a posible irony at the Red Square
Mausoleum4.
At the same time, different assumptions appeared concerning V. I.
Lenin’s successor. Two names were mentioned by the Romanian MPs,
Lev Trotsky and Grigori Zinoviev. Both of them were considered people
of culture, talent, enthusiasm and oratory. Lev Trotsky's volcanic temper,
his radical ideas, were known in Bucharest and had caused different
impressions. Initially, the Socialist deputies had regarded this Soviet
leader with respect and optimism. In 1920, N.D. Cocea5 recommended
him as a model for the Romanian leftist politicians6. One year later,
deputy Gheorghe Cristescu7 denied “with much satisfaction” the rumours
of the Bolshevik leader’s death8. In their turn, in 1923, the Peasant
Party’s deputies, a center-left organisation, considered Trotsky and Lenin
as the leaders of the reformist Bolshevik faction, advocates of a “peasant
cooperative state of Russia”9. In their opinion, the conservative faction
was ruled only by Felix Dzerzynski10 and Nikolai I. Buharin11, regarded
4
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as the only Soviet politicians who “were keeping the Bolshevik ideea”12.
On the contrary, Romanian right-wing MPs pointed that Lev Trotsky was
a radical politician, as all of his Soviet coleagues, especially concerning
the regime’s opponents suppression13. They used the apellation “Trotsky”
during the home political debates, adressing it to different political
opponents: Jewish MPs14 suspected of Bolshevik sympathies and leftist
politicians15.
In the year of 1924, after V.I. Lenin’s death, Romanian MPs noticed
Lev Trotsky’s great influence in the Soviet state16. This influence started
to decrease more and more in the following years. The Soviet leader
started to equally lose his sympathisers from the Romanian Parliament.
The right-wing continued to consider Lev Trotsky a malefic symbol of
violence17. At the same time, the Romanian Social Democrat deputies18
denied their sympathy for this Soviet politician. In 1931, deputy G.
Grigorovici saluted the “mad (!-note ours) man removal”19.
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Grigori Zinoviev was the other politician considered to be able to
lead the U.S.S.R.. Bessarabian Ion Inculeţ had met him personally in
Russia before 1918 and considered him “a decent, decided, honest and
open man”20. Different deputies, Peasant Daniil Ciugureanu21, National
Liberal Vespasian V. Pella22, the moderate Socialist Iacob Pistiner23,
mentioned him among the other possible succersors of Lenin, Lev
Trotski and Karl Radek24. Grigori Zinoviev’s function of Comintern
president was regarded as an advantage for his political career. Different
MPs considered him to be “the great Russian leader” of the moment25,
who had “the greater authority in hole Russia”26. However, despite his
good impression for Grigori Zionoviev, Romanian politicians had no
illusions of his communist convictions, considering him to be a devoted
Bolshevik27.
The only Soviet personality whose actions were most debated in the
Parliament during 1919-1924 was Cristian Racovski, former Romanian
Socialist leader28. In 1917-1918, Romanian army was engaged in a
desperate fight with the forces of the Central Powers. That situation
would have required “all the solidarity of the Romanian political class”29.
On the contrary, Cristian Racovski, in spite of his Romanian citizenship,
had an attitude that reflected the official Soviet point of view. He
vehemently contested the existence of the democratic kingdom, which he
wanted replaced by a soviet republic. He also denied the unitarian
Romanian state, claming the belonging of the new provinces to its
nor for its good economic existence”. DAD, şedinţa din 26 iunie 1931, in MO, no. 10,
din 2 iulie 1931, p. 325.
20
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neighbours. This attitude was criticised after World War I by almost all
the Romanian MPs. The Socialist leader refugee in Soviet Russia was
accused to be a Bulgarian nationalist, rather than a real Communist30.
Especially right-wing MPs used the name “Rakovski” for any
hypothetical traitor of the country, considered to have no “Romanian
feelings”31. Also, these MPs were suspecting the Socialist Romanian
Party of keeping strong links with the refugee. The National Liberal
deputy G.G. Mârzescu32 was one of the Romanian politicians who had
carefully received all of Racovski’s actions. He pointed that Cristian
Rakovski had participated at the first Comintern Congress as a
representative of the Balcanic states, including Romania33.
During the year of 1920, “doctor Racovski”- as he was called by the
MPs, was still accused of communist propaganda in the Romanian socialist
media. Deputies Gheorghe Mârzescu34 and Nationalist-Democrate A. C.
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Cuza35, senator Gheorghe Becescu-Sylvan36 considered the refugee “(the
Romanian – note ours) to be the enemy of the people”, like the Soviet
Bolsheviks who shared his ideas37. Being in a process of post-war
reorganization, the Romanian Socialist parliamentary group preferred to
adopt a neutral position. Deputy Alexandru Dunăreanu claimed that since
Cristian Racovski had left Romania, he had broken all of his links with the
Socialist Party38. However, he considered this problem to be an internal
party affair, and asked for the noninterference of the colleagues from
others political parties39. Some politicians accepted this request. Peasant
Party member doctor Nicolae Lupu, known for his leftist sympathies, tried
to minimize Cristian Rakovski’s actions of propaganda40. However, except
for the Socialists, the leftist and the right-wing MPs clearly separated
themselves from Cristian Racovski41.
At the same time, Cristian Racovski’s status caused controversies in
the Parliament. According to Romanian laws, he was sentenced to death
in absentia. In the Soviet Union, the same political man had obtained
leadership positions. The Minister of Foreign Affairs, Take Ionescu,
pointed out this contradiction in 1921, close to some Romanian-Soviet
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diplomatic meetings proposal42. Take Ionescu announced Cristian
Rakovski’s participation, as president of the “Ukrainian Soviet”, at a
projected diplomatic meeting in Warsaw, although he had “a deal” with
the Romanian justice43. This dilemma was presented as a specific foreign
policy concession44. However, it seems that doctor Racovsky’s opinions
concerning the resumption of the Romanian-Soviet diplomatic
relationship had a certain importance at Kremlin45.
However, the Romanian compromise policy had its limits. In 1924,
the Communist Party from Romania was outlawed and Cristian Racovski
was still convicted to death. In this year, the opposition, especially the
Peasant Party, criticised the National Liberal government very roughly,
trying to replace it. One of the main critics was the lack of diplomatic
relationship with U.S.S.R., which was considered to be a consequence of
the governmental foreign policy. Due to this situation, Cristian Racovski
was presented by the Peasant Party MPs as an internationally successful
man, persecuted by the ignorant authorities from Bucharest. One of the
most active deputies, doctor Nicolae Lupu, compared compared his status
of outlaw convicted to death in Romania, with his quality of Soviet
ambassador in London46. As a matter of fact, the letter correspondence
between Cristian Racovski and Nicolae Titulescu was well known in the
epoch47. The MPs of the other important opposition party, the National
Party, considered him to be “one of the victims and also the creations of
the Brătianu family (the leaders of the National Liberal Party – note
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ours)”48. However, all these gestures belonged to the Romanian internal
policy. Neither the Peasant Party, nor the National Party, really
simpathised Cristian Racovski.
The MPs from the National Liberal majority continued to consider
doctor Racovski as a traitor, “the snake that was raised and warmed up in
this country’s bosom. (Romania-note ours)”49. In their turn, they accused
the Peasant Party of links with Cristian Racovski, especially since he was
elected ambassadeur in Paris50. However, historiography considered the
appointment of Racovski as ambassador in 1923 to be just a “luxurious
exile”, which removed him from the political struggle of Kremlin51.
During the following years, the name of this Soviet politician was
rarely mentioned in the Parliament. The right-wing MPs still considered
him responsible for the foreign campaign directed against Romania. In
1925, deputy D. Lascu linked Cristian Racovski, Soviet ambassadeur in
Paris, with the visits of some French leftist politicians in Romania, in
order to control the human rights situation52. One year later, in the
conditions of Lev Trotsky’s disgrace, Cristian Racovski suffered the
same humiliations; he was recalled at Moscow and became a second rank
Bolshevik53. In the Romanian Parliament, his name ceased to be
considered to be a synonim of the Kremlin regime54.
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A similar situation was the case of the Communist militant Ecaterina
Arbore, refugee in Soviet Russia at the end of World War I. There was a
difference between her and Cristian Racovski. Ecaterina Arbore’s father
was a Socialist faithful to the Romanian authorities; he had a certain
influence in the political circles of Bucharest. Because of this, she was
able to return home55. This return took place, but the authorities shortly
decided upon her expulsion, due to her Communist propaganda56. As in
Cristian Racovski’s case, the opposition pointed out that the expulsion
was not the most efficient solution. Peasant Party MP Nicolae Lupu said
that “this daughter of the country” will “do more harm there (in U.S.S.R.,
note ours)”57. He and a group of prominent party colleagues (Ion
Mihalache, Nicolae Lupu, Paul Bujor, Virgil Madgearu) criticised the
forced expulsion of the Communist militant because of her Romanian
citizenship58. They considered Ecaterina Arbore harmless, unable “to
cause the revolution in Romania”59. In response, Richard Franassovici,
Secretary of State at the Ministry of Interior, consider her “an undesirable
foreigner, dangerous for our state’s safety and public order”60. The
National Liberal official pointed that “Miss Arbore” occupied an official
position in U.S.S.R. without the appointment of the government from
Bucharest61. Additionally, the Secretary of State declared that the
Communist activist had volunteerly renounced at her Romanian
citizenship62.
55
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Ibid.
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The opposition presented humanitarian and diplomatic aspects of
this case. Doctor Nicolae Lupu reminded to his colleagues in the
Parliament the fact that Ecaterina Arbore was still trying to return in
Romania to her aged parents63. This argument was based on her father’s
prestige, Zamfir Arbore. Nicolae Lupu also warned about a diplomatic
prejudice, since “the family feeling is precious” to the world public
opinion64. Another concern, expressed by the Bessarabian Peasant Party
deputy Pan Halippa, was about her safety, in the conditions of a very
discreet expulsion65. Richard Franassovici tried to reassure that “Miss
Arbore lives in the most perfect safety in the Russian Soviet Republic”66.
Later, the information concerning the communist militant was
unclear. The Romanian government continued to consider her harmful
for the national interest, while the opposition tried to defend her image.
In december 1924, Minister G.G. Mârzescu anounced that Ecaterina
Arbore was taking part in the “provisional Committee of the Moldavian
Soviet Republic”67. Deputy Pan Halippa denied this and declared that the
Communist activist “is simply a doctor in Seuci (Soci, note ours) city, in
Caucasia”68. At the same time, the Peasant Party MPs reminded to the
government’s members about Ecaterina Arbore’s forced expulsion in
U.S.S.R.69. All in all, in 1928, the Romanian public opinion knew her
position in the Soviet Autonomous Republic70.
The name of Iosif V. Stalin was mentioned in the sessions of the
Parliament only in the years 1928-1929. This long time ommision could
be explicable. Romanian MPs were not familiar with “the Man of Steel”.
63
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In November 1924, National Liberal deputy Ion Florescu presented a list
of 50 Soviet political personalities, which did not include Iosif Stalin71.
Even the Soviet citizens started to know him only at the end of the
twenties72. The Georgian tried in those early years of the Bolshevik
regime to quietly increase his power, waiting for the moment of glory73.
A great advantage for his arising was the contradiction with Lev Trotsky.
Trotsky’s radical spirit gave his opponent an image of a moderate
politician. Some MPs, especially the Social Democrats, saluted Lev
Trotksy’s failure as one of the Bolshevik extreme left-wing. Deputy G.
Grigorovici provided “a new life of good living for peasant and industrial
workers”74. Another MP, professor Eugen Mironescu, considered Stalin
to be “a very skilled man” who “wrote many works in the political and
economic field”75.
The cult of “the Man of Steel’s” personality started discreetly only
in the years 1933-193476. In this situation, although right-wing MPs
continued to make harsh indictments to the Bolshevik regime, U.S.S.R.
was not perceived as a one-person dictatorship. In December 1934,
National Liberal senator Mihail Gh. Orleanu observed that the supreme
political institution in the Soviet Union was both teoretically and
practically the Politbureau of the Communist Party77, consisting of nine
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persons78. The presence of I. V. Stalin on the top of the piramide of
power was not highlighted79.
This image of the Soviet leader may have sounded distorted, as long
as the memories of Soviet dissident refugees in the Western Europe were
known in the Romanian Parliament. M. G. Orleanu urged his colleagues
to read the memoirs of the Stalin’s former personal secretaries, Boris
Bajanov80 and Grigori Besedovski81. Another National-Liberal, Em.
Slătineanu, quoted Boris Souvarine82. However, the cult of personality
was suggested by the National Christian deputy, Octavian Goga. In 1936
he remembered that, at that year’s Comintern Congress, the loyalty of the
participants for the Soviet lead, and especially for Iosif Stalin, had been
reaffirmed83. The Romanian deputy quoted the president of the
Comintern, Wilhelm Pieck, who included the actual Soviet leader on the
list of great Communist personalities84.
The year of 1937, the last year of the Romanian democratic
Parliament, was open to any international political change. The
impressions concerning the Soviet Union’s future were unclear. Deputy
Pamfil Şeicaru did not exclude the establishment of a pro-Nazi dictator at
Kremlin, in the conditions of a possible Soviet-German alliance85.
Kliment Voroshilov “or other militaries” were considered possible
successors of I.V. Stalin86. The groundless rumour of a Soviet generals’
conspiracy persisted a long time in the U.S.S.R..87. Kliment Voroshilov
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really enjoyed an immense popularity in the Soviet Union88 but had a
modest intellectual capacity89; he was harmless for the political power
and therefore tolerated by it. After the Parliament dissolution in 1937,
former MPs presented practical issues of Stalin’s dictatorship in
particular writings90.
We could thus conclude that, during the post-war period, Romanian MPs
were generally informed about Soviet personalities. Some information about
the neighbouring state, especially the predictions about its leaders, proved to
be wrong. But these false predictions are explicable; the public opinion in
Western Europe, and even the Soviet citizens, believed them. At one moment,
Lev Trotsky and Grigori Zinoviev were considered -in Romania, but also in
the U.S.S.R.- to be the possible successors of V. I. Lenin. Also, I.V. Stalin’s
discretion and subtility in his attempt to conquer the political power
apparently positioned him in the second echelon of the Soviet leadership. The
Georgian’s victory against Lev Trotsky had been initially saluted by
Romanian MPs, especially by the Social Democrats. They provided a new
moderat Soviet regime. The “Iron Man’s” dictatorship was only understood in
the years of 1936-1937.
The Soviet personalities of Romanian origins especially generated
internal disputes. Both Cristian Racovski and Ecaterina Arbore were
considered by the right-wing MPs who were dangerous for the national
security. The Peasant Party politicians criticised the National Liberal
Party, which was considered to be responsible for the two Communist
activists’ refuge. But this attitude was only a desire to combat the
National Liberal Party, not a proof of Soviet sympathies. Only the
Peasant MPs from Bessarabia seemed to have a real sympathy for
Ecaterina Arbore, whose family had its origins in the same province.
“The Soviet generals’ conspiracy” against I. V. Stalin, expected in
the Soviet Union during 1936-1937, had also been perceived in the
Romanian Parliament. Right-wing MPs warned that a German-Soviet
alliance could be possible, favoured by a presumptive new leader at
Kremlin, a pro-Nazi and also antisemitic one. After the dissolution of the
Parliament in 1937, former MPs continued to observe the Soviet leaders
and to comment on their actions, in private works.
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